Angelina Haque ~ Neha Kulkarni ~ Meenakshi Lala ~ Gulmina Mahmud
Neeha Mujeeb ~ Anisha Muni ~ Shweta Srivastava ~ Rashi Verma
in
VASANT LEELA
SPRING REVELS
joined by dancers from the
Vanaver Caravan Youth Company
Bill & Livia Vanaver, Artistic Directors

LECTURE - DEMONSTRATION
THURSDAY, March 12, 1:15 - 2:15 pm, College Lounge

PERFORMANCE
FRIDAY, March 20, 7 pm, Quimby Theater
Admission by Donation

Celebrating the first day of Spring 2015, SUNY Ulster presents a program of North Indian classical Kathak and folk dance. This dance journey lingers in a forest near the Taj Mahal - where Krishna and his village friends join in the great circle Dance of Life. Continuing their travels from Mughal Lucknow to elegant Viennese courts, the Kathak Ensemble dances to the Allegro of Mozart's Jupiter Symphony. Joined by the Vanaver Caravan Youth Company, the Kathak dancers travel to Rajasthan and create a joyous clamor of jingling bells and clicking sticks in the folk Dandiya Raas. The journey ends on a Bollywood film set, with Krishna still playing his tricks and teasing the dancers in a popular song from the movie DEV DAS.